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EDITORIAL
My apologies for the late delivery for the first issue of our
journal for 1996. Normally our printer is slack before Christmas,
all the special work having been done in advance. Perhaps for this
reason, they have decided to move into larger premises at this
time. Thus there has been an unexpected delay. I do hope it will
not be too short notice for all of you to make plans to attend the
first meeting of the year. A Happy New Year to you all.
ALLAN P. BERRY
MEMBERSHIP
NEW MEMBERS. We welcome
I.MacInnes, 4, Garafad, Staffin, Skye, Scotland, IV51 9JT
B.Rumsey, Ashford Stamps Ltd., P.O.Box 3390,
Auckland, New Zealand.
C.Seymour, St. Augustine's College, Draper Street,
Cairns, Queensland 4870, Australia.
RESIGNED
Mrs. M.B.Sinclair, 5, Sheridan Crescent, Cambridge, New Zealand.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
R.Gwynn, 158, Park Road, Palmerston North, New Zealand.
(previously of Massey University.)
S.G.Zirinsky, P.O.Box 49, Ansonia Station, New York,
New York 10023, United States of America.
(previously of West Street, New York.)
KIWI DAY - SATURDAY, 27th NOVEMBER 1995
The 44th Annual General Meeting commenced at 11.00 a.m., with
Lew Giles as acting Chairman in place of Alan Gardiner,
unfortunately indisposed and having reluctantly been forced to
retire as Chairman. 20 members were present with apologies from
five further members.
THE 44th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN
1) The Minutes of the 43rd Annual General Meeting having been
circula ted in 'The Kiwi', were taken as read proposed by Allan
Berry and seconded by Brian Pratt and passed with a show of hands.
2) John Smith, our President, in his annual address reviewed the
activities of the Society in the past year.
"Well, another year has gone by and as always very many thanks
are due to all those whose work has made it another successful
one. There are so many of you who, in one way or another, do
much for the society and it is invidious to single special
people out. Very many thanks to all who think they should have
them.
"This year I mus t, however, make special reference to Alan
Gardiner who, as you have heard, is not too well and, as you
will hear was in any event standing down as Chairman. When Alan
Baker replaced me as Chairman several years ago the amount of
what Hercule Poirot calls 'order and method' in the society
increased noticeably and Alan Gardiner has at least fully
maintained that during his five years in the Chair.
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"He has, in fact, been most meticulous in his approach to the
job and we are greatly indebted to him for all the work he has
put in and for the thoroughness he showed in his whole approach
to it. Thank you Alan, and we wish you a speedy return to better
health and look forward to seeing you at future meetings.
"So far as the las t year's programme went we were again
offered a varied menu and the chance to see some really first
class material. January - 1960/1967 Definitives - about which
the least said the better (a first class display presented by
John himself - Edi tor). March - during judging, Allan Berry
showed Chris tmas s tamps and other related items. June - Penny
Universals from Ernie Leppard, as most of you will know this is
a remarkable collection full of lovely material. July - this was
our first attempt at a decade and was notable for the way people
made it stretch for about 110 years. It was a great pleasure to
welcome Gerald ElIot t who was in this country. September
King Edward VII and King George V - we were very fortunate to
persuade Major Henry Dumas to pay us a second visit. This was a
gorgeous display with many rarely seen items and I dare say none
of us had previously seen a number of them.
"Hayling Island - also in September - we arranged a meeting at
Hampex but not very many people turned up. I gather that we are
to try again next year - at Petersfield - and if you can attend
please do. I do rather wonder if for more local events like this
we really need to get two or three people together who live in
the area and who can spread the Gospel a bit.
"Thanks again to everyone who held to keep the Societr. ticking
and I am sure we can look forward to another good year. I
3) Ernie Leppard, the Honorary Treasurer, presented his Report
and Accounts, a copy of which can be read as part of the centre
fold of this issue of 'The Kiwi'. Another reasonable year reported
with expenditure just matching our income but with an adequate
reserve we can once more keep our subscription level, as in the
past eight years, at £10 for 1996. Membership shows once again a
slight loss. After a brief discussion on some of the items shown
the Chairman asked that the accounts, as audited by John Smith, be
accepted. The motion was proposed by Nick Leacock, seconded by Ann
Carter and carried by a show of hands.
4) Bernard Atkinson, the Honorary Packet Secretary then presented
his .accounts. Some discussion on the T.S.B., our bankers, merging
with Lloyds bank and whether we should then attract bank charges.
It agreed both Ernie and Bernard should keep this merger in view
and if necessary recommend to the commi ttee if a move of the
society accounts be necessary. The Chairman asked for a proposal
that these accounts be accepted. This was given by Ted Amos and
seconded by Charles Ryder with all present raising their hands in
passing the accounts, a copy of which is enclosed with this issue
of 'The Kiwi.'
Bernard then reported that he proposed introducing a low value
packet, having now found an insurer. This will be limited to
£1000-00 in value and to go by recorded delivery of for a fee of
55p plus first class postage of 2Sp, with a fee to cover the
insurance cost. Some discussion took place particularly in
Guildford on recorded deliveries being put through the letter box
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without signature. Allan Berry asked for a vote on this of which
16 were for 2 Aagainst with 2 Abstentions. Bernard pointed out
that a form would go out with the January issue of 'The Kiwi', to
be filled in by all who wish to take the new Packet. Those against
the proposal need not join in.
5) The Honorary Officers of the Society resign at the end of each
year, with some changes this year the following were then
nominated and elected as Honorary Officers for 1996:President

.,

John Smi th

Vice-Presidents •••••••••••••••••••••• lan Fogg, Tom Hetherington
•••••••••••••. Alan Gardiner and Dr. Ken McNaught
Chairman . ., ...•..•...•...•.•.•. .,

Alan Baker

Vice-Chairman •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Lewis Giles
General Secretary ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Keith C. Collins
Treasurer ...•••••••••••...•......•••••.•..•••...•• Ernie Leppard

Packet Secretary ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• Bernard Atkinson
Librarian •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Bernard Atkinson
Editor of 'The Kiwi' •••••••••••.••••••.•••••••.•. Allan P. Berry
Membership Recorder •••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.••••• Ted Amos
Meetings reporters •••••••••••••••• Ernie Leppard and John Woolfe
Auctioneer ...•..•••••••.•...•.••..•••••••.•.••••.•.• Lewis Giles

Public Relations Officer & ABPS Rep •••••••••••• Keith C. Collins
Auction Officers ••••••••••••••••••••••• Eric and Elizabeth Lewis
Audi tor

.,

., . ., .. John Smi th

Representative in New Zealand •••••••••••••••••••••••• John Watts
6) Ann Carter was re-elected to the Committee, with invitations
extended to any member who wishes to come on the Committee.
Tom Latto, Chairman of North of England Regional Group and
Jeff Hook, convenor and secretary, were elected as addi tional
members of the Committee. Keith Collins will undertake the Public
Relations Officer for the coming year but would like to be
replaced in this office during the coming year.
7) The programme for 1996 was proposed as under:27th January
30th March
1st June
27th July
28th September 30th November

Ernie Leppard & John Smith will lead an all
members display of the 1930s Decade.
Annual Competition. While judging in progress
the Committee will display items of interest.
Alan Baker will present Health stamps and
Health Camps.
British Society of Australian Philatelists
will present the New Zealand connection.
(The subject of the meeting is provisional.)
Paul Wreglesworth will present the Queen
Victoria Second Sideface issues of 1882-1900.
Kiwi Day - Annual General Meeting, Annual
Society Auction and Raffle.

8) The North of England Regional Group at Billinge, Lancs. have
presented reports of their successful meetings during the past
year. Further dates for 1996 are 17th February, 11th May,
21st September and 16th November. As announced at the last A.G.M.,
the September meeting will be devoted to a senior member of the
parent society giving a display and judging their competition.
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Jeff Hook reports an average of 15 members attend with
Allan P. Berry judging their first competition in September, 1995.
All members of our society are welcome to attend and take part.
9) The presentation of society awards for 1995 were made by our
new Chairman Alan Baker.
Classic Section
Runner up
Modern Section 1
Runner up
Modern Section 2
Runner up
Modern Section 3
Runner up
Postal History
Runner up
Novice Award

Kiwi Shield - Paul Wreglesworth
Paua Musical Box
Ernie Leppard
Stacey Hooker Cup - Ernie Leppard
Paua Book Ends
Philip Hoare
Noel Turner Trophy - Ernie Leppard
John D. Evans Trophy - Ernie Leppard
David Forty Salver - John Smith
Campbell Paterson Trophy - Allan McKellar
John J Bishop Trophy - Allan McKellar
Barton Bowl - David Churchill.
Philip Hoare.

The F.G. East Silver Jubilee Goblet for the best contribution
to 'The Kiwi' was awarded to Allan McKellar for his article
'Collection of Unpaid and Short Paid Postage up to 1899'.
10) Under 'Any Other Business', Allan Berry reported that the
nomination of Robin Startup to the Board of Election to the Roll
of Distinguished Philatelists and lapsed after four years but had
been resubmitted by Dr. K.J.McNaught, R.D.P., with the strongest
representation. Our Society had previously supported Robin's
nomination and Allan asked if the support could be indicated once
more. This was agreed unanimously.
Allan also asked the Treasurer if the proceeds from the sale of
material donated to the Society when the Woking Branch of Campbell
Paterson closed was still kept separate. The Treasurer gave an
assurance that it was represented by a Post Office Option Bond in
the accounts. The question of continuing membership of the
Association of British Philatelic Societies was deferred for
consideration by the committee.
11) Lew Giles closed the Annual General Meeting, with no further
business presented, at 12.10 p.m.
The Annual Society Auction commenced after lunch at 1.45 p.m.
with 28 members present. Lew Giles as Auctioneer with Allan Berry
assisting, John Woolfe and Ernie Leppard as Clerks and Brian Pratt
and Peter Marks as runners. Realizations will be published but
£900-30 was bid in room and £804-00 from the book. We are grateful
to those who presented Lots for sale on behalf of Society funds
and for those who presented prizes for the raffle held by John
Buchanan during a break in the auction which realized £16.50 for
society funds.
E.W.L.
NORTH OF ENGLAND REGIONAL MEETING REPORT
The meeting at Orrell on Saturday, 18th November, 1995, was
attended by 16 members and apologies for absence were received
from four. The Chairman welcomed Richard Simmons who intends to
join the Society in the near future.
Dates were agreed for the meetings in 1996 - these are February
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17th, May 11th, September 21st and November 16th. At the February
meeting, members will display their 1995 competition entries and,
together with the judge's comments, will discuss ways of improving
them. Material will also be available to show member's philatelic
interests outside New Zealand. The May meeting will be six sheets
On any subject and September will again be competition time, with
a display by a member from the parent Society if this can be
arranged. November has been allocated provisionally to members'
acquisitions during v1995 and 1996.
Reviewing the regional Group's progress since it was formed in
1992, the Chairman said that the time had now come for a change.
There was a need for younger members to take on the roles of
Chairman and Secretary. Members were asked to come forward with
recommendations for discussion at the meeting in February so that
he and Jeff Hook could stand down and make way for new volunteers.
Paul Wreglesworth then commenced a display of the 1970 Pictorial
Definitives, giving a brief history of its issue and showing the
supporting li tera ture avai lable for the collector to study. The
values from ~ cent to 8 cents, less the 2~ cents, were displayed
in depth, showing the different printers used, with many examples
of the vast variations in papers, gums and printings. The range of
plate blocks, flaws and retouches, together with missing colours,
was well illustrated. Coils stamps and perforation varieties
caused by bent and broken pins were displayed. There followed the·
10 cent to $2-00 values, again wi th a fine selection of plate
blocks. The 10 cent and 50 cent values had a profusion of
varieties which included major colour shifts and missing colours.
Paul showed an example of the 23 cent printed on the gummed side;
this variety only came to light in 1991 and it is thought that
only 18 examples exist. The final display was of the 2~ cent
Magpie Moth and the 4 cent on 2-\ cent overprint. Paul again
offered a plethora of material covering the tremendous number of
varieties found in the different printings and value blocks. He
concluded by showing examples of flaws,
retouches, double
perforations and a double surcharge plus a pair with an embossed
star from the only ten sheets so far found.
Tom Hetherington congratulated Paul on his breathtaking display
which had been superbly illus tra ted and invi ted members to show
their appreciation in the usual manner.
The meeting closed at 4.00 p.m. with the Chairman thanking
everyone for such an excellent attendance and extending best
wishes to all present for the forthcoming festive season.
J.H./T.D.L.
COMMITTEE MEETING
Would Officers of the Society and Members of the Commi t tee
please note that there will be a Meeting of the Committee
following the close of the General Meeting to be held on Saturday,
27th January 1996. An Agenda will be circulated before the
meeting.
ALAN BAKER, CHAIRMAN
PLEASE RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW USING THE CENTREFOLD FORM
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SPECIAL DATESTAMPS

A special pictorial datestamp was issued in
Auckland
on
Friday,
3rd November,
1995,
to
commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the Royal New
Zealand Air Force Association.

ANNUAL COMPETITION
This will be held on Saturday, 30th March, 1996, at the Y.W.C.A.
Central Club, 16 - 22, Great Russell Street, London, WC1B 3LR.
Details of the classes and awards are as follows:CLASSIC SECTION
AWARDS
The issues of Queen Victoria and the First Pictorials.
Condition •••••••••••••• 30 pts.
Noel Turner Trophy and
Completeness ••••••••••• 20 pts.
Silver-Gilt Medallion.
Presentation ••••••••••• 20 pts.
Philatelic Knowledge ••• 20 pts.
Runner-up :Judge's Discretion •••.• 10 pts.
John D. Evans Trophy.
100 pts.
MODERN SECTION 1.
AWARDS
Stamps issued during the reign of King Edward VII and King
George V, the Penny Universals, the Penny Dominion and the Second
Pictorial Definitive issue.
Condition •••••••••••••• 20 pts.
Kiwi Shield and
Completeness & Rarity •• 30 pts.
Silver-Gilt Medallion.
Presentation ••••••••••• 20 pts.
Philatelic Knowledge ••• 20 pts.
Runner-up :Judge's Discretion ••••• 10 pts.
Paua Musical Box.
100 pts.
MODERN SECTION 2.
AWARDS
Stamps issued during the reign of King George VI and the predecimal issues of Queen Elizabeth 11.
As Modern Section 1.
Stacey Hooker Cup and
Silver-Gilt Medallion.
Runner-up :Paua Book Ends.
MODERN SECTION 3.
AWARDS
Stamps issued since decimalisation.
As Modern Section 1.
David Forty Salver and
Silver-Gilt Medallion.
Runner-up :Campbell Paterson Trophy.
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POSTAL HISTORY SECTION.
Knowledge and personal study displayed ••••••••••••••••••••• 40 pts.
Originality and importance of the Exhibit •••••••••••••••••• 20 pts.
Relative Condition .••••......•.•••••••••....•....•••.••••.• l0 pts.
Presentation, including write-up ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20 pts.
judge's Discretion ..••••....•..•..••.••••.•....••.••..•.••. l0 pta.
100 pts.
AWARD :John J. Bishop Trophy and Silver-Gilt Medallion.
RUNNER-UP :- The Barton Bowl.
Each entry shall consist of twelve normal sheets, each sheet to
be contained within a protective cover and numbered in the order
of sequence. It is desirable that a short note, of not more than
eighty words, should be placed a t the back of the firs t sheet,
between the sheet and the plastic cover, giving for the aid of the
Judge, the theme of the entry, and calling attention to any items
of interest and rarity.
Postal Entries should be sent to :K.C. Collins, 13, Briton Crescent, Sanderstead, Surrey, CR2 OJN
Such postal entries should arrive with Keith Collins not later
than TUESDAY" 26th MARCH, 1995. It is regretted that entries from
overseas mem ers cannot be accepted, due to problems that have
been encountered with the Customs and Excise Authorities.
Entries will be accepted on the day if produced to one of the
Society's Officers immediately on arrival, and before judging
commences.
Once again, an Award will be made to the best entry submitted by
a Member who has not previously won an Award in the Society's
Annual Competi tion. Also, the Officers and Commi t tee are hoping
for an improved turn out from last year. It is not difficult to
win one of the trophies listed above. Many have before now.
PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
Two new books published in New Zealand have recently come to
hand. These are:Collecting Stamps in New Zealand.
The Young Collector's Stamp Dictionary.
Both are by Allan R. Kirk and both are published by Capi tal
Letters Publishing, P.O.Box 6067, Te Aro, Wellington, New Zealand,
and cost NZ$20 the set, plus postage. The books are intended for
children and are another indication of how the juniors are so well
supported in New Zealand. However, perhaps the second could well
find a place on the senior citizen's book shelf if such is
embarking on our fascinating hobby.
The same publishing house also has a set of four books, also
intended for children, entitled Government in New Zealand. Due to
the kindness of the author and publisher, a set is also to hand.
All four make most interesting reading and at NZ$40-00, plus
pos tage, for the set, are well worth considering for background
information.
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REVIEWS
New Zealand 1901-1929: The Penny
'Universal'
and Penny
'Dominion' Issues - A Detailed Study by Mark A. Jurisich. A
limited edition of 250 copies published by Edenbridge Philatelic
Lit, P.O.Box 4025, Eden, North Carolina 27289, United States of
America. ISBN 1-887657-00-2. Price US$22S-00 plus postage.
The book starts with an introduction of four and a half pages
printed both sides, followed by 126 pages, printed single side,
and concluding wi th a one page index printed both sides. I t is
hard bound in the American size and style.
It is difficult to know how to approach a review of a book such
as this. In essence, it is a colour photocopy record of the
author's collection as last exhibited, with an introduction giving
the history of how it was formed, giving generous tribute to those
who helped with advice and gifts along the way. One may therefore
approach it as a philatelic judge or as an item of philatelic
literature. Many of us are being asked to record our collections
in this way for the philatelic libraries of the world and, indeed,
this is to be commended, providing it is not done too often with
one collection to avoid possible damage by the intense lighting
required.
As a record of a very good collection, it is a very good book.
However, on reading it through, one has to ask oneself if it
teaches a collector anything that is not already in print. One
also is forced to compare it with other collections that one has
seen in the past. Against the Penny Universal collection of the
la te Or. Wiggins and the late Michael Burberry, this has very
little to offer. Against the work done by Alan Wilson on the Penny
Dominion and the collection of the same issue formed by Paul
Tyler, it also has very little to offer.
The cost of the book will place it way outside the reach of even
the most keen students of the issues. With postage, the copy that
has been read to provide this review cost virtually £170-00. Way
back, the copy of Volume 1 of the Postage Stamps of New Zealand on
the shelf of your reviewer cost less than that and has and
continues to provide much more.
The 1932 Provisionals of New Zealand, by Robert Samuel.
Published
by
Philatelic
Foundation
Christchurch
(Inc.),
P. O. Box 1129, Chris tchurch, New Zealand, price NZ$21-00, plus
postage free within New Zealand, NZ$10-00 overseas.
This 48 A4 page, plastic ring bound monograph discusses the
effects of postal rate changes that took place in New Zealand in
the early 1930' s, when pos tage rates were increased and then
dropped back again after a short period of fifteen months. Many
will be aware of the provisional postal stationery items that
reflect this period, but I feel that many will not know of the
stamps that were treated by overprinting to revalue them at the
same time.
The author presents a background history of how the items were
first collected and studied by a minori ty of philatelists and
acknowledges the debt we owe to those whose interest encompassed
them and therefore allowed many to survive. In so writing,
however, an indication is also give of the scarcity of many.
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The various i terns are presented in a logical manner and the
genesis of each item is explained. There are copious illustrations
within a clearly laid out, easily readable text. There are check
lists and a good contents page, somewhat incongruously called an
index.
It is a pity that ring binding was chosen for the book. Yet this
is the only fault that I can find in a very well presented history
of a very short but intensely interesting period in New Zealand's
philately and postal history.
Strait Across - The Pioneering Story of Cook Strait Aviation,
edited by Richard Waugh. Published by Craig Printing Co. Ltd.,
P.O.Box 99, Invercargill, New Zealand. ISBN 0-473-03472-1. Price
NZ$40-00 airmail, NZ$3S-S0 economy air mail, NZ$33-00 surface
mail, payable by bank draft or credit card.
New Zealand is a rugged country, long and thin, split into two
main islands. Communications have always been difficult, and Cook
Strait, which separates the two main islands, is notorious for its
windy weather conditions and the mountainous nature of the country
on both sides. It is not surprising, therefore, that the first
crossing of Cook Strait by air - a relatively short distance - did
not occur until August, 1920. Even after that, Cook Strait
aviation was slow to develop.
This 80 A4 page, perfect bound book provides a history of Cook
Strait aviation. Whilst not a book aimed at the aerophilatelist,
it is important as a source of background information and as such
is high commended.

NEWS RELEASE
STAMPS COMMEMORATE NEW ZEALAND'S FIRST COMMONWEALTH MEETING
The importance of the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting
(COHGM) in New Zealand in November is reflected in two stamps and
a first day cover issued by New Zealand Post on 9th November,
1995.
Both stamps, a 40 cent and a $1-80, feature Her Majesty the
Queen's head below the acronym, COHGM. The 40 cent stamps depicts
New Zealand in a globe of the world and is flanked by a fern while
the $1-80 features New Zealand's flag alongside the fern.
The significant meetings were held in Auckland and Queenstown
and were attended by around 1,500 people, including Prime
Ministers and the Queen who traditionally visits the host country
at the time of the event to meet the Commonwealth leaders.
On the date of issue, New Zealand Post's Stamp Business Unit
also released its Ross Dependency stamps.
The set, entitled Antarctic Explorers, and featuring six
courageous pioneers of Antarctic expedi tions, is of particular
interest to philatelists.
The explorers are James Cook (40 cents), James Ross (80 cents),
Roald Amundsen ($1-00), Robert Falcon Scott ($1-20), Ernest
Shackle ton ($1-50) and Admiral Byrd (£1-80).
Each stamp shows the impressive explorer alongside his ship or
ships or, in the case of Admiral Byrd, the aeroplane in which he
flew over the South Pole.
The first Ross Dependency stamps were issued in 1957, when Scott
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Base was established at the Southern-most tip of Ross Island. The
stamps are not valid for postage in New Zealand - they can only be
used for posting mail from the Ross Dependency itself.
Complementing the Antarctic Explorers' issue is an unaddressed
firs t day cover, a set of magnificent Ross Dependency maximum
cards and a presentation pack which profiles the six explorers and
provides fascinating reading about each of their expeditions.
Also issued on 9th November was the Christmas booklet of ten 40
cent stamps, featuring stained glass windows from the Church of
St. John the Evangelist in Cheviot, North Canterbury.
INSUFFICIENTLY PREPAID MARKINGS
ALLAN P. BERRY
While the last issue of 'The Kiwi' was at press, ROBIN STARTUP
sent your Editor a bundle of interesting commercial covers, among
which was the item illustrated on page 1.
In that last issue was published an article by JOHN WOOLLAM on
the 'Insufficiently Prepaid' markings of New Zealand. The cover
illustrated on page 1 must fall into the same category.
The cover itself is preprinted with the 'fastPOST/par avion'
cachet and the coloured bars at the top. The stamp is a 45 cent
Rock Wren, paying the standard postal rate at the time the cover
was posted, 1st September, 1992. It is cancelled at Wellington and
addressed to Lower Hutt, which is not that far away.
It would appear that the writer did not intend fastPOST service
for such a short distance, but used a preprinted envelope as being
to hand and convenient. A zealous postal worker spotted the
discrepancy and the result is the interesting cachet illustrated.
Further reports of these cachets are still awaited.
POSTAL NAMES ON THE MAP
ALAN TUNNICLIFFE
Over hundred years go - in 1894 - a future Prime Minister of New
Zealand and a few companions made a journey of exploration in a
remote part of Fiordland in the South-West corner of the South
Island of New Zealand, resulting in the addition of at least nine
names with postal connections to our maps.
The leader of this expedition was the Member of Parliament for
Clutha, Tom Mackenzie, later to be Prime Minister for 3\ months in
1912, when he resigned to become High Commissioner for New Zealand
in London. He was knighted in 1916.
In March, 1894, Tom Mackenzie set off from the West Arm of Lake
Manapouri in a south-westerly direction, hoping to reach Supper
Cove in Dusky Sound. In the event, Mackenzie and his party only
reached the headwaters of the Spey River and a pass to be named
Mackenzie Pass. From there they retreated to Lake Manapouri.
That same month an Inter-Colonial Post and Telegraph Conference
was being held in Wellington, with representatives attending from
the Australian colonies. From my studies of maps of this area I
have concluded that nine geographical features were named after
participants in this postal conference. Three of the names have
been misspelt on the maps.
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Proceeding from West Arm we first come to Todd Burn on our left,
named after Sir Charles Todd, Postmaster General of South
Australia. In the same direction can be seen a peak almost 5,000
feet high, Mount Grey. I am convinced that this is misspelt and
thus not named after the famous Governor and Prime Minister of New
Zealand, Sir George Grey, but should be Mount Gray, named after
William Gray, the then Secretary of Posts and Telegraphs of New
Zealand.
Continuing our journey along the Spey River, after a few miles
we come to another stream flowing into the river on the left,
named Shott Stream. This I am sure is a misspelling of Sholl
Stream, named after Richard Adolphus Sholl, the Postmaster General
of Western Australia.
A few miles further on, looking to the west several high peaks
can be seen, amongst which are two named Mount Parker and Mount
Horatio. The former is named after the Hon. Stephen Henry Parker,
Colonial Secretary of Western Aus tralia. The latter derives its
name from the Hon. WaIter Horatio Wilson, Postmaster General of
Queensland.
Several miles later, beyond Diamond Creek at the head of the
Spey River, there are two tributaries on the east, Cockburn Stream
and Wynn Burn. The Hon. Dr. John Alexander Cockburn was Minister
of Education and of Agriculture of South Australia. The Hon. Agar
Wynne was the Postmaster General of Victoria. His surname has been
misspelt on the maps.
Before going to Mackenzie Pass, the explorers reconnoitred
12

Pillans Pass - named after one of the party, surveyor W.S.Pillans
- from where the 5,600 foot high peak of Mount Ward could be seen,
named after Hon. Joseph George Ward, who was then New Zealand's
Postmaster General and Electric Telegraph Commissioner. Sir Joseph
Ward was later the Prime Minister immediately before Thomas
Mackenzie took office.
A 4,900 foot peak to the south is named McDonnell Peak, after
John McDonnell, who was Under-Secretary of the Post and Telegraph
Department of Queensland.
Readers may gain an appreciation of the difficult nature of this
part of New Zealand from reading an account of a journey made by
Alfred (A.H.) Reed with his nephew Clif (A.W.) Reed described in
their books 'Farthest West' and 'The Four Corners of New Zealand'.
Bibliography
Early Fiordland, by John Hall-Jones.
Dore to Manapouri, by Yvonne Dore.
The Encyclopaedia of New Zealand, Volume 2.
FACSIMILES, DIE PROOFS OR WHAT?
E.W.LEPPARD
The item illustrated at Figure 1 below is discussed on page 370 of Volume IV
of the Postage Stamps of New Zealand in the chapter on proofs and essays for
the Pictorial Issues of 1899-1900. The paragraph reads:-

Figure 1
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"6d. - a recent submission for inspection is the 6d. kiwi type
apparently produced from two line-blocks; the labels bearing the
inscription and words of value are printed in dark green and the
balance in olive. The work is very rough and in many respects
does not agree wi th the engraved type; it is printed on wove
paper approximately 6 x 4 ins. and showing a watermark of double
line letter, "VELOGRAPH" and portion of another letter. In the
absence of any information relating to its origin it may be
better to regard it as a forgery rather than any form of proof
or essay, unless or until it can be established otherwise."
Two similar pieces are shown, Figure 2 at the top of page 14 and
Figure 3 at the bottom of page 14, produced in the colours of the
issued stamps. These show us where and what these reproductions
are. Figure 2 is very similar to the item shown at Figure 1 except
that the bottom inscription is not cut off and reads 'Les Oiseaux
et le Timbre-pos te' and 'Helio-Vaugirard - 1949'. I t is a 'die
proof' for a book plate on Birds on Stamps produced by a Belgian
printer in 1949, in the case of Figure 2, showing huia birds.
The item shown at Figure 3 is a similar production, but this
time the inscription at the bottom reads
Les Poissons et le
Timbre-poste' and 'Helio-Vaugirard - 1953'. It is a 'die proof' of
the 5d. swordfish s tamp of the 1935 pictorial issue for a book
plate on Fish on Stamps produced in 1953, four years later, by the
same Belgian printer.
Is the thematic world acquainted with these two books? We would
be glad to hear of any further New Zealand masterpieces produced
in this way. Are they not a little dangerous? Figure 1 has turned
up with the bottom inscription having been removed and presented
as a genuine die proof. Anyone with any experience of proofs would
recognise them immediately as not from an original die. For the
production of stamps they would be very crude, but we are all
aware of the famous Jeffrey forgery of the 1/- Chalon Head being
produced and represented as
a
frontispiece
for
a book.
Incidentally, has anyone seen the Jeffrey forgery so used?
NEW ZEALAND SELF ADHESIVE STAMPS - CONTINUED
J.L.WATTS
Following the publication of my article on these stamps
published in 'The Kiwi', Volume 43, number 6, pages 112 - 127,
November, 1994, I have to report further developments at that
date. First, however, a correction has to be made to the last line
on page 112 of the original article. This should be amended to
read:The 'ONLY 25 STAMPS LEFT' label appeared between stamps 75 and
76. The 'ONLY 5 STAMPS LEFT' label appeared between stamps 94
and 95.
In September, 1994, New Zealand Pos t Limi ted issued Reprint
No. 1 of the A to B peel and stick series, easily identified from
the initial issue by the backing paper advertising the Air
Ambulance - see Figure 1.
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An interesting variation came into
the hands of Campbell Paterson Ltd.,
in that a number of the boxes issued
against their order had part of the
roll assembled inverted
Figure 2
alongside.
In the article published in 'The
Kiwi' referred to above, it states
that
the
label
DIRECT
MARKETING
appears after stamp 48 in the roll and
is Row 4 of the printed sheet before
guillotining.
The
label
CUSTOMER
ENQUIRIES appears after stamp 60 in
the roll and is Row 5 of the printed
sheet before guillotining. When the
sheets were assembled to produce the
variety, sheet 5 was inverted bringing
the two labels together - see Figure 2
- and the stamps on the other edge of
the sheet inverted to those on sheet 6
see Figure 3. Campbell Paterson
Ltd.'s order was for 100 boxes and out
of
these
60
showed
the
variety.
Checking by New Zealand Pos t Limi ted
did not locate any further boxes, as
is stated by their letter shown at
Figure 4. What happened to the other
four
boxes
that
would have
been
produced from the batch of 64 that
there must have been remains a matter
of conjecture. Unless further reports
are made, it can only be assumed that
they were sold to and used by people
who are not stamp collectors and who
did not recognise the significance of
the variation in the stamp roll.
Referring once again to the article
mentioned above, on page 116 mention
is made of the 'Extra Claw' constant
flaw. Campbell Paterson Ltd. received
correspondence
from
one
of
their
clients in England stating that on
checking a roll in their collection
this flaw was not to be found. When
this
detail
was
brought
to
my
a t tent ion is started off a I ine of
investigation that established that
the flaw only appears in Row 6 of the
sheets that are produced ready for
guillotining, which makes the flaw
less
common
than
originally
considered •

Figure 2
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New zealand Post

8 October 1994

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

------li

This is to confirm that my staff, on filling the order
for Campbell Paterson Ltd of the reprint of the A-B self
adhesive stamp featuring the Air Ambulance backing paper,
found that Section 5 of the roll had been assembled upside
down.
A further check on all stocks did not reveal any extra.

Yours sincerely,
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Figure 3

Figure 4

I am grateful to Campbell Paterson Ltd. for drawing these
varieties to my attention and for allowing me to add the details
to the ongoing study.
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KING GEORGE VI MOURNING ENVELOPE.
RON INGRAM
The King George VI mourning envelope, illustrated on page 18, is
printed on a heavy paper and measures 8~" x 3~". The black borders
on the front and round the flap have been printed and the coat of
arms has been embossed on the flap. King George VI died on the 6th
February, 1952, and this envelope, which appears to be of English
origin, has been used in New Zealand on ,the 21st April, 1952,
being postmarked at Wellington. The NEW ZEALAND
PAID *
GOVERNMENT HOUSE frank stamp has been impressed in purple ink.
This frank is illustrated on page 14 of the book Frank
Collectables, by Robin Startup, published by the Postal History
Society of New Zealand Inc. On page 15 it states that this frank
was in use from 1929 until March 1934. As this frank is postmarked
21st April, 1952, it has been used over 18 years after it has
previously been recorded. This envelope, which is addressed to a
lodge in Christchurch, was probably used to acknowledge a message
of condolence on the death of King George VI.
Mourning envelopes were used by many Government Departments in
New Zealand on the death of King George V but they were not used
for the death of King George VI.
NOT OPENED BY CENSOR IN N.Z.
E.W.LEPPARD
Following the article by GEORGE BRANAM published in 'The Kiwi',
Volume 44, number 3, May, 1995, page 59, I would only confirm that
these markings wi th even numbers 2, 4 and 6 are fairly common,
while markings wi th the odd numbers 1, 3 and 5, etc. seem very
uncommon.
Illustrated at Figure 1 on page 20 is a further type of the NOT
CENSORED IN N.Z. It is in a rectangular box and appears to be
unrecorded. The registered cover is addressed to a Johannesburg
stamp dealer from George Kitchin J.P., a stamp dealer in Dunedin.
The stamps on the cover have been removed but the date 22nd
December 1941 is recorded in pencil on the reverse.
George Kitchin, a Grocer and J.P., was a part time dealer who
purchased the stock of Wilcox & Smith Ltd. (W.L.Hooper) in 1942 to
come full time. Wilcox & Smith in turn had purchased the stock of
Auckland Foreign Stamp Depot, established in 1870, in 1883. George
Kitchin continued as a dealer until 1965 when Laurie Franks bought
him out, thus one can trace well over a century of continuous
dealing.
At Figure 2 on page 20 is shown the Stamp Import Regulations as
transmitted by Stirling Stamp Co., then owned by Laurie Vernazoni.
This slip was inside a First Day Cover addressed to England dated
1st October, 1943, with two triangular health stamps. It would
appear it was illegal to transmit mint stamps through the post
directly to customers in Great Britain during the war unless a
special permit was held. It would appear that George Kitchin was a
holder of just such a permit, as recorded on the cover in
manuscript in indelible ink 'permit seen', signed in the same ink
by J.E.Burridge.
The question is whether or not George Ki tchin obtained his
19

permit legally or used his privileged position as l.P. to enable
him to send mail unopened by the censor. The Stirling Stamp Co.
appear not to have been allowed to send mint stamps at least to
Great Britain. We would be pleased to hear from anyone with covers
showing the inspection of such permi ts allowing transmission of
mint stamps to collectors during the Second World War. Further
details of the regulations and their operation would also be
appreciated.
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Figure 1
STAMP IMPORT REGULATIONS.

WAR REGULATIONS prohibit the importation of stamps into Greb.t Britain
unless a permit has first been obteined. Stamps imported under permit
must then be sont through the British PhilF.<telic Asen. Under these
c iroumstanoes wo regret thEt ""6 Aru uneble to send mint HEALTH stamps
as ordered by oustomers. Those v'ho h(',ve ordered mint stE,mps w1ll
receive extre used on envelopes~ We th~nk our many customers for th1er
orders for covers, ~nd '",hen thtni;..8 return to normE:l we hope to be eble
to do further business ° THERE ir,rILL ALWAYS BE AN ENGLAND. CHEEiRIO 1
STIRLING STAMP COo
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